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INTRODUCTION
The electrostatic plasma wave emissions detected in the Earth's magnetotail include broadband electrostatic noise and electron cyclotron emissions. These two types of waves were observed previously to be uncorrelated with one another, and they were assumed to be generated by two separate and unrelated processes. In this paper, we report several observations by the AM/IE Ion Release Module (IRM) of broadband electrostatic noise and cyclotron emissions that exhibit a high degree of correlation in time. An explanation of the generation of both emissions is presented that involves an indirect link between two plasma instabilities.
Broadband electrostatic noise (BEN) emissions are impulsive electic field variations over a very wide range of frequency [Gurnett etal., 1976] . Within the plasma sheet boundary layer, BEN emissions have been observed to correlate with the occ:urence of ion beams, and many theories attempt to explain the wave generation by various ion beam instabilities (Schriver and Ashour-Abdaila, 19871 . On the other hand, there are also intervals in which BEN emissions have been observed without ion beams [Parks etal., 1984] . Schriver and Ashour-Abdalla [1989] suggested that the waves during these periods were generated by field-aligned currents carried by cold electron beams.
Narrowband electric field emissions in the harmonic bands above the local electron cyclotron frequency have also been observed in the magnetosphere. These "n+1/2," or electron cyclotron harmonic (ECH) emissions, have been detected in the near-earth plasma sheet [Roeder and Koons, 1989] and in the more distant tail regions [Gurnett et al., 1976] . Thes emissions have been attributed to instabilities involving a positive perpendicular gradient in the hot electron velocity distribution, such as a loss cone [AshourAbdalla and Kennel, 1978] .
OBSERVATIONS
Four months of IRM data were examined using 1-hr spectrograms to find cases of correlated BEN and ECH waves. Four intervals were found in which such emissions were observed for more than five minutes. All of the cases occurred in the recovery phase of substorms when the spacecraft was in the central plasma sheet. One example, which occurred during a moderate substorm on 12 April 1986, has been analyzed in detail. The IRM was in the postmidnight sector at a radial distance of 11 to 14 Re.
The electric field emissions observed on April 12, 1986 , are shown in Figure 1 as a spectrogram of 12-s averages from the Aerospace Stepped Frequency Receiver (SFR). The figure is partitioned into three panels with the linear frequency scales of 0.2 to 2.6 kHz, 0.9 to 9.0 kHz, and 9 to 99 kHz, respectively. The frequency ranges of the middle and bottom panels overlap so that many features are displayed twice in the spectrogram. The lines in the lower panels mark the local electron cyclotron frequency, fceAn analysis of the plasma and magnetic field data showed that the spacecraft was in the magnetotail lobe at the beginning of the contact Several encounters with the plasma sheet boundary layer were noted in the interval 0200-0210 UT. Near 0210 UT, the IPM entered the central plasma sheet and remained in that region until the end of the pass at 0500 UT. Bursts of impulsive, broadband emissions were detected in the frequency range 0.2 to 10 kHz when the plasma sheet boundary layer was encountered in the interval 0200-0210 UT. After entering the central plasma sheet at 0215 UT, the receiver continued to observe intense broadband emissions continuously until 0325 UT and sporadically thereafter. Enhancements of the electric field spectrum were also observed at frequencies near 1.2 to 1.3 fee. The occurrence of these peaks near fce was correlated with the simultaneous occurrence of the impulsive broadband emissions. Figure 2 presents the electric field spectrum from the swept-frequency receiver (SFR) and the University of Iowa 16-channel ELF/MF instrument during one of the most intense bursts of waves. The BEN emission was measured to be a broad enhancement from approximately 30 Hz to 10 kHz. The enhancement just above fce is clearly visible in this spectrum. If this peak is deleted from the spectrum, the remaining broadband emission has a total integrated amplitude of 0.1 mV/m. The ECH feature itself has an amplitude of 0.15 mV/m, a center frequency of 1.25 fce, and a relative bandwidth of 18%, consistent with previously observed ECH wave emissions [Roeder and Koons, 1989] .
A polarization analysis was also performed on the electric field data by sorting the data into bins according to the angle between the dipole antenna and the measured magnetic field. The angular coverage by the antenna (150 to 900) was sufficient to show that the broadband impulsive emissions were aligned parallel to the magnetic field, and that the cyclotron emissions were polarized perpendicular to the magnetic field. This result lends credence to the interpretation that the narrowband enhancement above fce was a cyclotron wave mode and not just enhanced growth of the broadband emissions in a limited frequency range. The time series of the 10-s average amplitudes of both emissions were computed by integrating suitably edited spectra. An analysis of these series revealed a peak in the cross correlation function of 0.43 at a time lag of 20 to 30 s with the BEN emission occurring first. Several intervals in the data appeared to have a one-to-one correspondence between bursts of the two emissions, but the intensities of the bursts seemed unrelated.
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The particle distributions observed during the BEN and ECH emissions were typical of the central plasma sheet [Bawnjohann et al., 1989] . No ion beams were observed in the energy range of the instrument (0.02 to 40 keV). The higher energy electron and ion measurements are well represented by nearly isotropic Maxweflian distributions with densities and temperatures of nh = 0.3 cm-3 , Th = 400-500 eV, and ni -nh, Ti = 3.5-4.3 keV, respectively. In the range 0.020 to 0.060 keV, the electron distribution is uncertain because the data is contaminated by photoelectrons; however, we believe that a pronounced field-aligned anisotropy at these energies provides circumstantial evidence of cold electron beams streaming upward, presumably from the ionosphere. These cold beam electrons are best fitted to a Maxwellian distribution of density nc -0.01 cm-3 , Th = 1 eV, and a field-aligned bulk velocity Uc = 1000 kmls. Due to the uncertainty of the photoelectrons and the coarse energy resolution of the measurement, these values awe upper limits on the beam population. The higher-energy electron data showed a small temperature anisotropy, but the angular resolution of the plasma instrument is too coarse to observe the loss cone.
The observations show that the AMPTE IRM detected time correlated BEN and ECH wave emissions in the central plasma sheet for over an hour. The BEN emissions were polarized predominantly parallel to the static magnetic field, and the ECH emissions exhibited near perpendicular polarization. No ion beams were observed, but electron beams were detected streaming upward along the magnetic field at low energies. To explain the generation of the waves, the observed plasma was modeled by a three-component Maxwellian distribution, in which a cold election beam drifts along the magnetic field with a velocity Uc relative to a stationary, hot background plasma. The density, ns, and temperature, Ts, (thermal speed us) of each component were chosen to be consistent with the plasma data, where the subscript s = c, h, i denote the cold beam electrons, the hot background electrons, and the background ions, respectively. The parameers are restricted by: Ti a Th,TcTh, nc < nh, with the total density nt = ni = nh + ne, and Uc_< uh. The analysis assumes that the wave frequency is above (QwC20lf2.
The two-component electron disribution makes the electron acoustic instability a natural candidate for the wave generation. If the cold electron component is a beam drifting relative to the hot component. the slow electron acoustic mode may grow due to a resonance with the negative slope of the ions and/or the hot electrons at the expense of the beam kinetic energy. To investigate the generation of the ECH waves by this process, we include a magnetic field (Qce < QW). Its presence is found to distort the dispersion and reduce the growth rate of the oblique electron acoustic modes. . Each curve is labeled with its value of the beam drift speed. The high-frequency peaks correspond to the election acoustic instability driven by the hot elections and the low-frequency peaks corrpond to the ion-driven instability. The dashed curve corresponds to the same parameters as the solid curve of Uc = 1.25 uh, but it is run for Qce = 0 and is shown for comparison with the magnetized case. At the observed beam velocity of 0.1 uh, the highfrequency hot eectron-driven instability is stabilized, and the growth of the ion/ion instability is nonzero only near 0.02 Upe. This is a significant discrepancy between the theory and the observed wave spectrum, implying the need for a more elabuie model.
The smooth growth rates of the electron acoustic instability could possibly explain the BEN waves, but cannot account for the ECH emissions. If we assume that the electron beam was the free energy source of the BEN waves, then it must have some significance in the generation of the ECH emissions since the two types of waves exhibit a high degree of correlation. ECH wave generation by an electron beam has been observed in laboratory plasmas (Seidi, 1970] , but this mechanism cannot reproduce our observaIon because the ECH modes of the hot electrons ae severely damped at large wavenumbers (i.e., for k.L > ph' 1 ), unless one assumes almost perpendicular propagation, which gives a lower limit for the beam velocity required to excie the first harmonic mode -(Uc),m > %&= -fiq >> uhwhich is large compared to our observations. This is corroborated by Figure 3 , where for a beam velocity as high as 125 uh there is no peak near the cyclotron frequency. In addition, electron beams usually generate higher harmonic emissions, yet our measurements show no second harmonic emissions.
To explain the ECH waves, one must assume a perpendicular gradient in the electron velocity distribution for a free energy source. Most theories of ECH emissions use a loss cone in the hot electron distribution. Young [1973] showed that a mild loss cone feature embedded in an electron distribution camir give growth to ECH waves -. Aess another much colder electron component is present. The presence of the cold elecum" ,ssential to modify the wave phase velocities in order to achieve resonance with the free energy source in the hot electrons. The Doppler shift of the perpendicular ECH modes is small, so that any sueaming of the cold elecuons becomes irrelevan. This provides an indirect link between the two instabilities: the beam electrons generate the BEN and also provide the ECH modest ly, mw due to an already existing loss cone structure of the hot elecurons.
The angular resolution of the IRM plasma instrument is too coarse to observe a realistic loss cone. To make plausible the generation of the ECH waves, we have determined that such a small, unobservable feature could provide enough free energy for the instability. We solved the electrostatic dispersion relation for the model plasma, relaxing the beam velocity to zero and imposing a loss cone on the hot electon velocity distribution function. "le loss cone is provided by a subtracted Maxwellian distribution [Ashour-Abdalla and Kennel, 1978, equation (5) ], which is characterized by a "filling" parameter A and a "sharpems" parameter P. Figure 4 shows the results as the marginally stable A versus frequency for a given D. As A becomes larger, more particles have to be subracted from the loss cone ( decreasing A) for the unstable spectrum to remain unstable at frequencies of 1.2 to 1.3 tOe. This shows that a sharp, but almost filled-in, loss cone may be responsible for the observed ECH waves. 
CONCLUSIONS
In a four-month period the AMPTE IRM observed the correlated occurrence of BEN emissions and ECH emissions in four intervals in the central plasma sheet The measured electric field specmmr consists of a broad feature in the range 30 Hz to 10 kHz and a narrowband enhancement at 1.2 fce (2.3 kHz). These two emissions tend to occur in bursms, with the ECH emission being detected on the trailing edge of the BEN burst The plasma data exhibits hot particle distributions that are typical of the central plasma sheet, together with evidence of a low energy electron beam streaming upward through the hot plasma. Linear plasma theory indicates that the BEN emissions may have been generated by the beam ekctm via the electro acoustic instability, although the growth of this instability is restricted to a somewhat lower frequency range than the observed wave emissions. The calculation also indicates that this process could not be the source of the ECH waves. It is proposed that the ECH emissions were generated by a loss cone instability driven by an anisotropy in the hot electron distribution, which was too small to be observed by the plasma instrument. lie correlation of the two emissions is due to the destabilizing action of the cold electrons on both of the instabilities.
